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Jul 10, 2015. Free june 2016 book from goggle, google and yahoo use internet to find!. Simonida stankovic grabljivica 2 download pdf. Download e-books from Microsoft Store for Windows 10,.A fast and reliable approach to deriving the 3D surface topography from serial confocal image stacks. This paper presents a fast and reliable approach to derive the 3D surface topography from a set of sequential confocal image stacks. The proposed approach consists of three main stages: (i) a first stage in which the microscope's object-lens is mechanically moved in steps; (ii) a second stage where the movement is recorded and subsequently translated into a set of calibration patterns, and (iii) a third stage
where the calibration patterns are used to estimate the geometric and physical parameters characterizing the object-lens in terms of focal plane positions. The end result is a measure of a 3D object position. The applicability of the approach, based on the Lenstar LS-300 on-line and off-line measuring system, is validated in experiments with a grating. The results show that for a fixed sample the deviations between the measurements and the calibration patterns with respect to grid-lines are within the range of 0.1 μm. Within this accuracy, the overall approach is able to provide a reliable system for deriving the 3D surface topography of plane surfaces and curved surfaces. FILED NOT FOR PUBLICATION
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opened? I have written a macro to copy data from one sheet (called "Master") to another, every time
the user opens the file. The macro runs perfectly everytime the file is opened, but only once, and stops
working the second time the file is opened. Please see the code below: Sub WS() Dim rs As
DAO.Recordset Dim strFormula As String ActiveWorkbook.Connections("Con").Refresh Dim copy As
Worksheet Dim source As Worksheet Set copy = Sheets("Output") Set source = Sheets("Master")
copy.Columns("D:X").EntireColumn.Clear strFormula = "=" & source.Range("B9").Value 'Set rs =
source.Range("B5", "C5").Find(strFormula) copy.Range("D1", "D" &
copy.Range("D1").End(xlDown).Row).Clear 'With rs '.Fields.Append.Fields.Count ' End With Set rs =
source.Range("A5", "C5").Find(strFormula) CopyRange source, copy, strFormula End Sub I tried every
which way I can think of but to no avail. Thanks. A: Your problem is that you don't need to change
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